A document called "Arima Koro Monogatari " (What was narrated by old people in Arima), dated 1682, is now accessible through an edition by Y. Hiyane.1'
This gives some Confirmatory light on the records of the Catholic missionaries as compiled by Pages.
Here are reproduced two paragraphs with notes on the parallels in Pages. Now the martyrdom of Paul Uchibori Sakuyemon and Joachim Mine Sukedayu in 1627 is a well-known story and the date given above may be an error of memory, as in the story to follow. The three fro Koga were, according to Pages (657), Francisco Kisouke Womoghi, his wife, and his mother-in-law.
Kawara, may be regarded as a part of Fukaye, as is Koba, and we learn from Pages (658) that there were several martyrs from Fukaye.
The wife of Sukedayu is Maria (658) Thus the tradition is not so accurate as the missionary records but is confirmatory of them.After this a story is told of Matsukura's 64 embassy " to Luzon in 1630 with more detailsthan Pages (723) .
